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from Gerry Walker to Everyone 10:02
I lost sound when John is speaking

from Carol Ward to Everyone 10:02
We lost audio. We will return momentarily

from Misael Cabrera to Everyone 10:02
Director, we can't hear anything.

from Carol Ward to Everyone 10:15
Please note that if you are not a member of the Council, we ask that you hold questions and comments unless invited by the Chair to speak at the end of the meeting. Thank you.

from Misael Cabrera to Everyone 10:30
Great work! Congratulations to all. Historic legislation. I suggest establishing numeric goals for increased supply as soon as possible.

from Cheryl Lombard to Everyone 10:31
Thank you to the Governor, Legislators, and all of the stakeholders for coming together on this historic/bold action. This is so very important for now and our future. No need for me to read my comments aloud. Congratulations!

from Chris Udall to Everyone 10:32
Just a huge thank you to so many. Glad this was able to get accomplished this session!

from Chuck Podolak SRP to Everyone 10:58
Is there a meeting set for the ARC?

from Misael Cabrera to Everyone 10:59
The brutal reality is always difficult and nevertheless essential (chat only comment).

from Chuck Podolak SRP to Everyone 10:59
Thank you!

from JW Jennings to Everyone 10:59
Green Star has been submitting presentations on what Arizona can do to provide new clean water for consumption

from JW Jennings to Everyone 11:00
Two projects, one is to bring water from Mexico, the other project is to provide clean water in Arizona.

from Russell Smoldon to Everyone 11:02
Thank you to the DWR team, The Gov, Rep Griffin, Sen Kerr and Sen Otondo. Really great work aevryone. Lots more to do but great Arizona start!